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If Q is a group, let -d(Q) = (21 1 2l is an abelian subgroup of 8 and 
1211 2 i !8 / for every abelian subgroup B of 6). d(Q) is the set of abelian 
subgroups of 6 of largest order. 
REPLACEMENT THEOREM. Suppose 6 is a finite p-group (p a prime), 
23 is a normal abelian subgroup of 6 and 91 E ,d(B). If 23 does not normalize ‘2l, 
then there is 21” in zZ(B) such that 23 3 2II* n !B 3 9I n 23. 
Proof. Let 23, = N&l) be the largest subgroup of 23 which normalizes 
21. Let 21,) = ?I n 23. Since 2I E d(B), 2&, = C&(21). Let 23,/23,, be a chief 
factor of 821 with !B3, C 23. Choose x E BI - bO . Since x does not normalize 
21, it follows that [x, PI] g 2l, that is [x, 2IJ $ 21, . 
Let LJ ::= (xa ! aE21),~,-2~nn8,.Thus,1~::“I ==pand[(5,21]CK,, 
[CT;, 211 g PI, . Let a = [E, 211 21, = [x, 2l] ‘u, , and let 21, = C&(3). 
We argue that j 3 : 21, j 2 1 2I : 211, I. Kamely, let Z bc a transversal to 2Ir 
in 2f. It suffices to show that if t, t’ are distinct elements of %, then [x, t], 
[x, t’] lie in distinct cosets of 2&. So suppose that [x, t] = [x, t’] a, , with 
a0 E 21s . Let u == t’t-‘. Since [!I& , ‘LI, 2I] C %, , it follows that [x, U] E 21, . 
Hence [x, II, a] = 1 for all a in A. Since 2I and 23 are abelian, we get 
[x, a, U] = 1. Since 3 = ([x, a] 1 a E 21) 21u,, it follows that u E ‘u, , so 
t --= t’, and the inequality holds. 
Let2I*==~2l,.Then21*n!B=~321,,sothat23321*n’B32lnB. 
Also 2l* is abelian, since ZD and 211 arc abelian and 21, centralizes II). Since 
21, n 3 = 21” , we get I 2l* / = 1 T, : 21s ( . 1 211 1 3 1 21 1, by the inequality. 
Hence, 21* E .~‘(crj), and we are done. 
COROLLARY. Suppose !I3 is a normal abelian subgroup of the p-group Q 
and (2l I 21 E ,c9(8)) $ C(B). Then there is ‘3 in .ti(6) such that 
(4 5Jf g C(W 
(b) [%, 21,2l] = 1. 
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Proof. Let &s(G) = (%!I 1% E d(O), ‘8 Q C(B)} f m. Choose ‘8 in 
d*(Q) such that j ‘3 n b 1 is maximal. Suppose b does not normalize ‘3. 
By the theorem, we can choose ‘$I* in d(S) such that B 3 9$* n 23 3 ‘3 n 23. 
By maximality of 1 9I n b /, we get QI* C C(8). Since 2I* E d(O), this 
forces !$3 _C ‘$I*, since otherwise 9X*113 is an abelian subgroup of 8 of larger 
order than I ‘$I* I. But 53 C ‘$I* violates B 3 6% n a*. Hence, 23 normalizes 
?I. Since 2I is abelian, (b) holds. 
The subgroup J(S) has been important in several papers. However, if 6 
is a 2-group, J(6) is of less importance. In the hope of finding a subgroup 
analogous to J(6) which will be valuable in studying 2-groups, consider 
the following 
DEFINITION. ~I@) = w I s isasubgroupof8and~~:‘$I’j~~9:93’] 
for every subgroup 93 of O}; 
B(8) = (‘$l I 9I E %3,,(G) and if B C ‘8, then B $ 5Y0(6)}; 
K(6) = (?I j ‘2l E LS(G)). 
In other words, 3Y0(Q) is the set of subgroups of Q which have a maximal 
commutator quotient group, and 93(Q) is the set of minimal elements of 
!&,(Q) under inclusion. 
CONJECTURE. If Q, is a S,-subgroup of the p-solvable group 8, SL(2, p) 
is not involved in 6, and O,(Q) = 1, then K(@J u 6. 
As a slight help in dealing with the conjecture, we prove the following 
LEMMA. If Q is a p-group and j (li : 6’ j > 1% : $,’ I for every proper 
subgroup 5 of 6, theta cl(O) < 2 (that is, 6’ CZ(6)). 
Proof. Let Q be a minimal counterexample, so that [8,6, Q] f 1. 
Let U be a minimal normal subgroup of 8 with U _C 8’. If s/U is a proper 
subgroup of S/U, then we get I Q/U: : (cl-i/U)’ I = ] 6 : 6’ I > I $ : 5’ I > 
I BP : C5PO’ I, so by th e minimality of 6, we get [6,8,6] = 11. 
Let 6 = C&5’) > 8’. Then there is a pairing of 6/a with S’jO’ n Z(B) 
into U given by (Eg, (0’ n Z(S)) x) -+ [g, x]. This pairing is homomorphic 
in each argument and by construction is nonsingular, so 1 6 : 6 / = 
] 8’ : 6’ n Z(S)l. 
Since a stabilizes the chain 6 3 6’ 3 1, 6 centralizes 8, that is, 
6’ Z 8’ n Z(B). Hence, we compute that 
1 Q : Q’ 1 = j Q : CC 1 . 16 : 8’ 1 = 16’ : 6’ n Z(S)] - 1 C : 6’ I 
1 c!i : 6;’ / 
= I a : 6’ n ZWI = , Q, n ztBj : c , d I 6 : 6’ I. 
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This violates the hypotheses of the lemma, since 6 C 6. The proof is 
complete. 
Remark. The lemma gives information about the elements of B(6), 
Q “p-group, since the elements of S’(Q) satisfy the hypotheses of the lemma. 
